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What a great year. As I sit back and take a look at what we as an organization have done in 
2013, I feel grateful. Grateful to have worked with such a group of professionals, grate-

ful to have met all the faces behind a name that I hadn’t meet before and grateful to an organi-
zation that allowed me to do that.

I’m encouraged that our profession is on the move and that we will see many changes in the 
next five years. New business models are being implemented state wide from different agencies 
and they are looking to the Turf Professional for insight. 

I feel that it’s a great time to be in the position that we are in as an organization and as a profes-
sion going forward. Now is not the time to slow down, but to advance forward at the opportuni-
ties that are being given to us to help strengthen us as an organization.

CSTMA looks forward to working with each and every one of you in the future and I thank 
you for your support over this last year.  It’s been an honor serving as your President and I look 
forward to working with all of you in the future. 

President’s Message
Chuck Klafka
President CSTMA Chapter     
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If you would like to submit a 
photograph for the Photo Quiz please send it to  

CSTMA
191 University Blvd. #703, Denver, CO  80206

 call 720-935-3840 or
email: christi.clay@comcast.net.  

If your photograph is selected, you will receive full credit.  
All photos submitted will become property of 
Colorado Sports Turf Managers Association.

CSTMA PHOTO QUIZ
Can you identify this sports turf problem?
Problem:  
Bright green linear strip of 
turf several hundred feet 
long

Turfgrass Area:  
Municipal soccer / 
multipurpose field

Grass Variety:
Kentucky Bluegrass
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A003-028576   Turface Brand Ad

Trim  7.5" x 4.5"    No Bleed    

Turface Athletics’ involvement in the game has 
run deep for the last 50 years. We’ve teamed up 
with grounds crews across the nation over the  
decades to provide safe and playable fields  
at every level of play. We are dedicated to  
providing meaningful industry support focused 
on responsible field education and consistently 
delivering the best products in the industry.

The #1 Conditioner on  
America’s Most Playable Fields

Celebrate with us and you can win all year 
long! Visit www.turface.com/50years.

Commitment that’s
more than skin deep.

A003-028576_Turface_brand_7-5x4-5.indd   1 2/4/13   9:12 AM
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Most of us have a good handle 
on what it takes to make our 

fields safer and more playable. We 
have gone to enough conferences 
and field days to learn techniques; 
we read articles or talk to people 
that help us to manage our fields. 
Most of us admit that we still learn 
new information every time we go 
to a seminar or field day, but, most 
also admit that the biggest problem 
that we have is with our coworkers, 
our team, our staff, our whatever 
we call those that we see more often 
than we see our families.

Making our team function as one 
unit and having buy-in from all of 
the parties involved, requires skills 
just like making our fields safe for 
play. I have seen countless work 
crews that don’t have enough time 
in their day, enough help to get it all 
done, enough volunteers, enough 
money, enough equipment, enough 
of this or that. I have identified 7 
habits that I have seen in sports turf 
managers that never have enough.

TIME MANAGEMENT
Personal time management skills are 
essential skills for effective people. 
People who use time management 
techniques routinely are the highest 
achievers in all walks of life, from 
business to sports to public service. 
If you use time well, you will be able 
to function exceptionally well, even 
under intense pressure. “Concen-
trate on results, not on being busy”
 Many people spend their days in a 
frenzy of activity but achieve very 
little because they’re not concentrat-
ing their effort on the things that 
matter the most.

THE 80:20 RULE
• Typically 80% of unfocussed effort 

generates only 20% of results.
• The remaining 80% of results are 

achieved with only 20% of the 
effort.

• As you master these skills, you’ll 
find that you take control of your 
workload, and say goodbye to 
the often intense stress of work 
overload.

HAVING A LOSING ATTITUDE
The second habit of defective sports 
turf managers is one that I often 
refer to as the Eeyore syndrome. You 
know the character from Winne-
the-Pooh, the big purple donkey 
looking character. “Thanks for 
noticing” is one of his favorite lines. 
He always just kind of slumps along 
through life and does what he has 
to do to get noticed. Many of us 
just look at the tasks that we have 
to accomplish and think there is no 
way we can do it all. Do you look 
forward to a new challenge? Is your 
glass half full, or half empty? I read 
a book about Steve Prefontaine, one 
of the greatest distance runners in 
American history and he was quot-
ed as saying “How does a kid from 
Coos Bay, with one leg longer than 
the other win races? All my life peo-
ple have been telling me, ‘You’re too 
small Steve’, ‘You’re not fast enough 
Steve’, ‘Give up your foolish dream 
Steve’. But they forgot something, “I 
HAVE TO WIN.” It wasn’t his desire 
to win it was his need to win that 
made him great. 

Tiger Woods the number one golfer 
in the world said “I don’t go into any 
tournament thinking that it would 
be great to lose. I think it would be 

asinine to think that way.” Tiger, 
inspite of his world rank, continues 
with golf lessons from a golf coach! 
Golf lessons and golf coaches are 
for people that play like me, not 
the number one ranked player in 
the world. I mean, think about it; 
how good does he need to be? Yet 
how many of us have that attitude 
about preparing our fields for the 
big game, or the weekend tourna-
ment. No, I mean really have the 
attitude that it takes to have people 
say “WOW” when they arrive at the 
field. How about lessons even when 
we are the best?

QUIT GROWING
What happens to our fields when 
they quit growing? They get beat 
down, they don’t look their best, 
they perform much poorer than a 
field that is growing. Well, sports 
turf managers are more like our 
grass than we would like to admit. 
When we stop growing the same 
thing happens to us; we perform 
worse than when we are actively 
growing. Not just growing around 
the middle or taller, but growing in 
our career. There are entire sections 
in bookstores dedicated to personal 
growth. There are movies, audio 
books, podcasts, newsletters, maga-
zines all related to growing a team, 
a career and even a sports field. I 
once heard (while listening to an 
audio CD of a book, when travel-
ling) “that having the ability to read 
and not using it is worse than being 
illiterate”. Think about that one for 
a minute. When is the last time you 
picked up a book, or magazine, or 
listened to a CD, or a podcast that 
stretched your mind? One that really 
mad you squirm in your seat. Set a 

7 Habits of Highly Defective 
Sports Turf Managers

Jeffrey T.Fowler
Penn State Cooperative Extension
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goal to read x number of books, or 
listen to, something that will make 
you grow in the next 12 months.

NO GAME PLAN
Speaking of setting goals, that is 
the fourth habit of highly defective 
sports turf managers…not having 
a game plan. Imagine what would 
happen to the teams that use our 
fields if they didn’t have a game plan. 
Do you think the New York Giants 
had a game plan when they went up 
against the undefeated New England 
Patriots in the Super Bowl? Or did 
they just get dressed in their uni-
form and mosey out on to the field 
and start playing?

 I had a boss in my early years with 
Penn State that would sit and look at 
my goals for the year and if she read 
one that wasn’t up to par, she would 
look me in the eye and say “so what, 
who cares”. I used to get so mad at 
her, because I had put a lot of time 
into my annual goals. She always 
followed with guidance and recom-
mendations on making them better, 
finally one year I found some things 
that helped me write my goals so I 
didn’t have to hear her tell me how 
poor they were. 

So I’m giving the steps so your su-
pervisor doesn’t have to use that line 
on your goals. When setting goals 
think about the following: What do 
you want to accomplish? When do 
you want to do it? Write down your 
goals. Share them with others. Make 
them real and obtainable. Make 
them quantifiable. An acronymon 
that will help make sure your goals 
are done well is S.M.A.R.T. Make 
your goals Specific, Measurable, At-
tainable, Relevant, and Time-Bound. 
Having a game plan will ensure that 
you and your team are moving in 
the same direction.

UNWILLING TO CHANGE
Habit five of the defective sports 
turf manager is one that is hard 
for everyone to overcome; you not 
only need to prepare for change, 
you need to spend some energy 
convincing/equipping those around 
you. “The front-end of an individu-
al’s resistance to change is how they 
perceive the change. The back-end 
is how well they are equipped to 
deal with the change they expect. 
An individual’s degree of resistance 
to change is determined by whether 
they perceive the change as good or 
bad, and how severe they expect the 
impact of the change to be on them.” 
These words are from the book 
“The Biggest Mistakes in Managing 
Change”, by Carol Kinsey Goman, 
Ph.D., Carol goes on and lists the 6 
Mistakes in managing change as; “1) 
Not understanding the importance 
of people. 2) Not appreciating that 
people throughout the organization 
have different reactions to change. 
3) Treating transformation as an 
event, rather than a mental, physical 
and emotional process. 4) Being less 
than candid. 5) Not appropriately 
“setting the stage” for change. 6) 
Believing that change-communica-
tion was what employees heard or 
read from headquarters.” These six 
mistakes need to be avoided and 
managed as change takes place in 
our ever changing workplace.

FAILED IN RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS
You cannot just pay attention to 
grass and dirt and expect to be 
successful. It is also about the people 
around you. People today are inun-
dated with information and mes-
sages to process. They only select 
a small fraction of the information 
to pay attention to and respond. 
Make certain that the information 
and messages that you deliver to 
your team are in the processed, not 
forgotten.

Communications is a give and a 
take. There is a sender and a receiv-
er. Each of these have descriptive 
works that are used to designate 
problems. Now, as you read these 
descriptive words you are going to 
have a person’s faces pop into your 
head. That is what is going to help 
you recognize the descriptive words 
used to explain the problem sender 
and receiver. The problem sender 
is too vague, a detailer, a rambler, 
a dictator, indifferent, overbearing, 
has a poor sense-of-timing, or a 
different contexts. See I told you that 
you would have a face attached to 
each of the problem senders. Now 
the problem receiver is unreason-
able, a know-it-all, an arguer, is 
overtalkative, appears preoccupied, 
interrupts, or is confused. 

Make sure that in your communi-
cation with your team you are clear, 
concise, and understood by all. 
Make certain that you don’t just ask 
for more money from your budget 
committee, but communicate the 
why you need it. Don’t just tell your 
crew what to do, but communicate 
who, what, when, why and where. 
Don’t just assume that your field 
users know your desires for pre and 
post game field maintenance, com-
municate your desire for the fields, 
what it will do and how it will affect 
your abilities to provide a high qual-
ity playing surface. Don’t assume 
that your supervisor knows what 
you need and do, communicate with 
them about challenges and desires. 
Don’t fail at relationships with those 
around you.

FAILURE TO TRAIN
The seventh and final habit of de-
fective sports turf managers is our 
failure to train. We are quick to be 
critical of our field users, our volun-
teers, and coworkers. We complain 
about all the work WE have to do 
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but never trust anyone else to do 
anything for us. I have seen volun-
teers ready, willing and able, but not 
used because they get yelled at for 
not doing it correctly. I have been on 
crews that stand around and watch 
others work because they have not 
been given clear expectations of 

their involvement. I have seen crew 
members fired for not performing, 
yet no one has taken the time to 
teach them what they need to know, 
or have been given substandard 
training. Make sure that you have 
provided the training needed to 
accomplish your team goals. 

All of these items require you to 
think and plan. You will have to care 
enough to spend the energy to make 
it happen. The payoff is this: When 
you wake up in the morning, you 
will look forward to going to work

We all know that grow covers 
allow our grass to make 

great strides during the winter 
months, by trapping heat, trapping 
moisture, and allowing gas ex-
change.  Our usual mode of think-
ing is to take this cover off and 
fold it up until next year once play 
starts on our fields.  I would like 
to challenge that thinking.  Could 
we increase the growth of those 
fields, by replacing 
those tarps once play 
is over?  

Here is the scenario, 
it is late February 
or early March and 
we have taken the 
covers off our fields.  
The grass is healthy, 
lush and even green!  
Play is put on the 
fields and the tem-
peratures begin 
to go down again 
telling our grass to 
stop growing.  Play 
continues on the 
field, but the grass 
isn’t growing and the 
players grind our 
declining grass into 
bare soil.  

Here is the question, could you 
pull the covers up, allow play, and 
then put the covers back down 
when the field isn’t in play.  If play 
is only happening on the weekends 
this should be a viable option, 
and allows the grass the chance to 
recover from that play by keeping 
soil temps up.  If you are low on 
man power to get those tarps back 
out, cut out pieces of your tarp 

that cover the goal mouth or other 
areas of wear and are manageable 
by one person.  

A little bit of extra work might 
extend the safety and aesthetics of 
your fields.

Grow Covers in Use at Sports Authority Field at Mile High

Grow Covers Cody Freeman
Golf Eniro Systems
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Properly preparing your field for 
winter will give your turf the 

best chance to be ready for play in 
the spring. Developing and imple-
menting a plan to combat extreme 
winter weather conditions will not 
only help your turf survive, but 
will also jumpstart spring growth 
and result in overall healthier turf 
throughout the year. 

By beginning your winter prepara-
tion at the end of the summer and 
continuing it throughout the fall, 
you will be on your way to manag-
ing an even better field next year. 
Whether you are managing cool or 
warm season grasses, the success of 
your field is largely dependent on 
how your field overwinters. 

Here are some tips that will help you 
put your field to bed for the winter 
and successfully wake up in the 
spring.

HAVE A PLAN

Plan out your maintenance practices 
around the schedule of field use be-
fore the fall season begins. Look for 
extended periods of little or no play 
and perform your most disruptive 
cultural practices, such as aerifica-
tion, during this time. If your field is 
used on a daily basis, be prepared to 
aerify as soon as the season is over.

Be ready to adapt your plan if need-
ed. Weather conditions, changes in 
schedules, and make-up games can 
alter your plan – always have back-
up plans.

Be sure to have all equipment, seed, 

and fertilizers you anticipate using 
for winter preparation on hand be-
fore they are needed.

COOL-SEASON GRASSES

The following are recommendations 
for preparing Kentucky bluegrass 
and/or perennial ryegrass sports 
fields for winter.

FERTILIZATION

Cool season grasses get a flush of 
growth in the fall. It is important 
to fertilize these grasses during this 
time to maintain healthy growth and 

enhance recovery from wear. With 
proper fertilization, your field has 
the best chance to go into the winter 
with a high amount of turf cover.

Develop your fertilization program 
based on soil test results.

Apply 1 lb. of nitrogen per 1000 ft2 
at the beginning of the football/
soccer season (early September), at 
midseason (mid October), and after 
the first hard frost. You can wait 
until after the season to combine 
the final fertilizer application with 
post-season hollow-tine aerification 
and seeding.

Preparing Athletic Fields for 
Cooler Weather

Courtesy of the Sports Turf 
Managers Association
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Do not apply excessive amounts of 
nitrogen within a few weeks before 
the first expected frost. Too much 
nitrogen at this time results in ex-
treme plant succulence, which can 
lead to cold injury.

OVERSEEDING

High wear areas on football and soc-
cer fields lose turf cover and require 
overseeding during the season to 
reduce areas of bare soil.

Begin overseeding following the first 
game with perennial ryegrass and 
continue seeding throughout the 
season. Over time you will build a 
“seed bank” that will help maintain 
cover during the fall and into the 
winter. Also, some of the seed that 
does not germinate in the fall will 
germinate in the spring.

Focus your overseeding on the high 
wear areas, i.e. between the hash-
marks on football fields and at the 
goal mouths on soccer fields. If you 
can maintain turf in these areas you 
will have fewer weeds in the spring.

Fill divots throughout the season 
with divot mix that contains sand/
soil, organic fertilizer, and perennial 
ryegrass seed. This will help ensure a 
divot-free field in spring.

OTHER CULTURAL PRACTICES

If you have a baseball field that is 
only used in the spring and summer, 
fall is the perfect time to improve 
soil conditions heading into the win-
ter. On fall-used fields, you can wait 
until after the season to perform 
cultivation practices.

Aerify, spike, or slice during the fall 
to relieve compaction, increase in-
filtration, and increase oxygen flow 
into the rootzone. Core aerification 
causes significant surface disruption 

so it is often best to wait until after 
the football/soccer season.

If you core aerify a native soil field, 
drag dry cores back into the field. 
On sand-based fields, remove the 
cores and topdress with a sand that 
properly matches the particle sizes 
of the rootzone.

Solid-tine aerification, spiking, and 
slicing each produce less surface 
disruption than core aerification and 
are often better in-season cultivation 
options.

Combine overseeding with aerifica-
tion, spiking, slicing, or any other 
similar cultural practice.

AFTER THE SEASON

Depending on your location, your 
turf may be able to begin to recover 
from damage after the season if it is 
still actively growing. If turf growth 
has stopped, you can still take steps 
to ensure your field survives the 
winter.

Lower your mowing height to 
reduce your chances for snow mold 
outbreaks and damage.

Even if your turf is dormant, aerify 
with hollow-tines and seed so you 
do not have to worry about it in the 
spring when your field may be wa-
terlogged from spring rains.

Applying topdressing in conjunction 
with aerification will also improve 
conditions in the spring. On native 
soil fields, consider topdressing with 
compost. Sand-based field should 
be topdressed with sand that closely 
matches the particle size distribution 
of the rootzone.

Seed worn out areas like the center 
of your football field.

Use growth covers. Growth covers 
create a greenhouse-like effect that 
allows seed to germinate and turf to 
grow during the winter.

Consider using growth covers in 
your high wear areas after you have 
seeded them. Be sure to apply a 
snow mold fungicide and remember 
you’ll probably have to take the cov-
ers off periodically so you can mow.

Preemergent herbicides can be 
applied in late fall for spring weed, 
but it is important to not overseed if 
you apply a preemergent herbicide 
because the herbicide will prevent 
your seed from germinating.If you 
need to overseed, you can kill weeds 
in the spring with postemergent 
herbicides.

BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL 
FIELDS

Many of the tips described above 
can also be used on baseball and 
softball fields. Here are some addi-
tional tips:

Core aerify in the fall. If your field 
is not getting used in the fall, the 
surface disruption will not matter.

Prepare the pitcher’s mound and 
home plate area prior to winter, then 
cover each with a tarp so they are 
ready to go in the spring.

Use silt fence or 2 x 4 boards around 
the edge of your infield skin to pre-
vent wind-blown infield dirt from 
forming a lip between the skinned 
area and the turf.

Also, refer to the baseball and soft-
ball fields section under cool season 
grasses for additional tips for your 
infield.

This information is courtesy of the Sports Turf 
Managers Association, www.stma.org.

Courtesy of the Sports Turf 
Managers Association
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Chapter Connections
September 2013

Promote the Value of 
Hosting Events and Be 
Recognized

Sports turf managers are in the 
event business.
 
Whether you are preparing your 
field for the city’s rival football 
game, or a weekend baseball 
tournament for dozens of out-of-
town teams, hosting events pro-
vides tremendous value to your 
facility and to your community.
 
Consider the media attention 
that professional sports receive. 
Your event deserves similar rec-
ognition.
 
Local newspapers, radio and tele-
vision stations are interested, but 
you need to reach out and supply 
information to them, or to the 
person in your organization who 
is responsible for communicating 
with the media.
 
STMA has developed an Event 
Fact Form template that is easy to 
fill out and use.
 
Take a few minutes now to fill it 
out for your next event and gar-
ner the respect and recognition 
that you deserve.
 
To access the template, click here.
 
Contact STMA, STMAinfo@
STMA.org or ph. 800-323-3875, 
if you need help in filling out the 
template, or with finding your 
local media contacts.

Grow your Chapter Numbers through STMA!
According to a recent survey, 15% of national STMA members do not belong to a 
local affiliated chapter. That means your chapter may have an opportunity to grow 
its membership! To receive a list of national members in your chapter’s geographic 
area, contact kheck@STMA.org.

Receive a grant to attend the STMA Conference
The Terry Mellor Grant, funded by TURFACE Athletics®, is available to all chapter 
members. A national STMA Member must nominate the chapter member. Read 
about the grant and access the form, here. The deadline is Oct. 15. The grant is for 
$1,000, to be used for travel and accommodations at the upcoming conference, 
which is in San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 21-25. STMA also provides a complimentary 
conference registration.
 
Introducing New Membership Incentives & Rewards
STMA is offering several incentives to new members and a referral bonus program, 
both designed to help the association build on its continued growth. These incen-
tives and bonuses are available beginning Oct. 1. Go to STMA.org for specifics.
 
New Member Benefits
New members – those individuals who have not been an STMA national member 
since 2000 – are eligible to receive a free conference registration (valued at $375, 
to be used within three years) when they purchase an STMA membership. This 
new member offer is valid for the association’s sports turf manager and commer-
cial categories, including individuals at the associate level (sports turf manager 
and commercial associates). Unfortunately, new affiliate and student members are 
not eligible for the free conference registration benefit.
 
Those new members who joined this year, in 2013 – especially those individuals 
who signed up during the association’s recent prorated dues promotion – are 
eligible for the free conference registration promotion, if they renew for 2014.
 
STMA Referral Rewards
All STMA members are eligible for the association’s new referral rewards program. 
Any current member who refers a new qualifying individual that signs up for a 
membership will receive a $100 voucher that can be used on a variety of items, 
including STMA merchandise, conference registration fees or membership dues. 
There is no limit to the number of new recruits a member can refer; he/she will 
receive the $100 voucher incentive for each new person they refer who signs up.

Indiana Chapter Reinstated
The STMA Indiana Chapter has met all of its requirements to be reinstated as an 
affiliated chapter. The chapter has been inactive since 2005, and due to the hard 
work of a group of sports turf managers, it has been re-established with a strong 
starting membership of nearly 100 people!
 
Its officers include  President Joey Stevenson, Indianapolis Indians; Vice-President 
Clayton Dame, Goebel Soccer Complex; Secretary Andy Gossel, Covenant Christian 
High School; and Treasurer Evan Buckley, Noblesville Schools. 

Chapters Again Receive $200 for Attending COTS
STMA is again providing $200 to each chapter that sends a representative to the 
Chapter Officers Training Session, which will be held on Jan. 21, 2014 from 6-9 p.m. 
in San Antonio. This money is to help defray the cost of one nights’ accommoda-
tions. Fill out the COTS section on the conference registration form if you will be 
attending, sign in during the meeting, and STMA will issue a $200 check to your 
chapter, post-conference. It’s that easy!
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12 Tips for 
Email Etiquette

By Laura Stack, MBA, CSP

The Productivity Pro®

I remember opening my first e-mail account 
and thinking how much fun it was to send a 

message to a friend. However, most people now 
no longer find e-mail simple or fun. E-mail 
messaging now exceeds telephone traffic and 
is the dominant form of business communi-
cation. Some workers tell me that handling 
e-mail consumes half of their day. A recent 
Wall Street Journal report indicates that soon 
employees will spend three to four hours a day 
on e-mail.
       Don’t you wish that every person who 
received a new e-mail account had to agree to 
follow certain rules to use it? There are certain 
professional standards expected for e-mail use. 
Here are some things to keep in mind regard-
ing professional e-mail conduct:
1. Be informal, not sloppy. Your colleagues 

may use commonly accepted abbreviations 
in e-mail, but when communicating with 
external customers, everyone should follow 
standard writing protocol. Your e-mail 
message reflects you and your company, so 
traditional spelling, grammar, and punctu-
ation rules apply.

2. Keep messages brief and to the point. Just 
because your writing is grammatically cor-
rect does not mean that it has to be long. 
Nothing is more frustrating than wading 
through an e-mail message that is twice 
as long as necessary. Concentrate on one 
subject per message whenever possible.

3. Use sentence case. USING ALL CAPITAL 
LETTERS LOOKS AS IF YOU’RE SHOUT-
ING. Using all lowercase letters looks lazy. 
For emphasis, use asterisks or bold for-
matting to emphasize important words. Do 
not, however, use a lot of colors or graphics 
embedded in your message, because not 
everyone uses an e-mail program that can 
display them.

4. Use the blind copy and courtesy copy 
appropriately. Don’t use BCC to keep others 
from seeing who you copied; it shows 
confidence when you directly CC anyone 
receiving a copy. Do use BCC, however, 
when sending to a large distribution list, 
so recipients won’t have to see a huge list 
of names. Be cautious with your use of CC; 
overuse simply clutters inboxes. Copy only 
people who are directly involved.

5. Don’t use e-mail as an excuse to avoid 
personal contact. Don’t forget the value 

of face-to-face or even voice-to-voice 
communication. E-mail communication 
isn’t appropriate when sending confus-
ing or emotional messages. Think of the 
times you’ve heard someone in the office 
indignantly say, “Well, I sent you e-mail.” If 
you have a problem with someone, speak 
with that person directly. Don’t use e-mail 
to avoid an uncomfortable situation or to 
cover up a mistake.

6. Remember that e-mail isn’t private. I’ve 
seen people fired for using e-mail inap-
propriately. E-mail is considered company 
property and can be retrieved, examined, 
and used in a court of law. Unless you are 
using an encryption device (hardware or 
software), you should assume that e-mail 
over the Internet is not secure. Never put 
in an e-mail message anything that you 
wouldn’t put on a postcard. Remember that 
e-mail can be forwarded, so unintended 
audiences may see what you’ve written. You 
might also inadvertently send something 
to the wrong party, so always keep the con-
tent professional to avoid embarrassment.

7. Be sparing with group e-mail. Send group 
e-mail only when it’s useful to every recip-
ient. Use the “reply all” button only when 
compiling results requiring collective input 
and only if you have something to add. 
Recipients get quite annoyed to open an 
e-mail that says only “Me too!”

8. Use the subject field to indicate content 
and purpose. Don’t just say, “Hi!” or “From 
Laura.” Agree on acronyms to use that 
quickly identify actions. For example, your 
team could use <AR> to mean “Action Re-
quired” or <MSR> for the Monthly Status 
Report. It’s also a good practice to include 
the word “Long” in 
the subject field, 
if necessary, so 
that the recipient 
knows that the 
message will take 
time to read.

9. Don’t send chain 
letters, virus warn-
ings, or junk mail. 
Always check a 
reputable antivirus 
Web site or your 
IT department 

before sending out an alarm. If a constant 
stream of jokes from a friend annoys you, 
be honest and ask to be removed from the 
list. Direct personal e-mail to your home 
e-mail account.

10. Remember that your tone can’t be heard in 
e-mail. Have you ever attempted sarcasm 
in an e-mail, and the recipient took it the 
wrong way? E-mail communication can’t 
convey the nuances of verbal communica-
tion. In an attempt to infer tone of voice, 
some people use emoticons, but use them 
sparingly so that you don’t appear unpro-
fessional. Also, don’t assume that using a 
smiley will diffuse a difficult message.

11. Use a signature that includes contact infor-
mation. To ensure that people know who 
you are, include a signature that has your 
contact information, including your mail-
ing address, Web site, and phone numbers.

12. Summarize long discussions. Scrolling 
through pages of replies to understand a 
discussion is annoying. Instead of con-
tinuing to forward a message string, take 
a minute to summarize it for your reader. 
You could even highlight or quote the rele-
vant passage, then include your response. 
Some words of caution:
• If you are forwarding or reposting a 

message you’ve received, do not change 
the wording.

• If you want to repost to a group a mes-
sage that you received individually, ask 
the author for permission first.

• Give proper attribution.

Use these suggestions as a starting point to 
create e-mail etiquette rules that will help your 
team stay efficient and professional.
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Everybody agrees that “team-
work” is crucial to business 

success--but few people bother 
define what “teamwork” really is.  A 
few years ago, Phil Geldart (author 
of the classic In Your Hands, the 
Behaviors of a World Class Leader) 
explained to me a set of principles 
that allow teams to overcome even 
the most thorny business challenges.
Based on that conversation, here 
are the seven characteristics of truly 
extraordinary teams:

1Extraordinary teams have  
a leader.  

Regardless of whether team mem-
bers come from the same organiza-
tion or are collected from multiple 
organizations, there must always be 
a designated and recognized team 
leader. Even though the team lead-
er needs rest of the team to deliver 
the result, the team leader--not the 
team--is responsible for that result.

2 Extraordinary teams have 
quantifiable goals. 

Teamwork requires that every 
member of the team understand 
exactly what the team is supposed 
to achieve. That sense of exactness 
is only possible when the team’s goal 
can be measured objectively--which 
means the goals must be quantifi-
able rather than vague.
So, for example, a goal to “Build bet-
ter customer relationships” is mean-
ingless mush. By contrast, “Increase 
re-order rates by 50%” is precise and 
understandable.

3 Extraordinary teams have 
well-defined roles. 

Each team member should know 
exactly what he or she must do on 
a day-to-day basis so that the team 
achieves its goals.  Without that 
clarity, team members will work at 
cross-purposes and trip each other 
up.
The intersecting roles of the team 
members should be thought 
through carefully at the inception of 
the effort; they can then be refined 
as the team moves forward.

4 Extraordinary teams   
share resources. 

For a team to be successful, mem-
bers must be willing to share what-
ever resources they control that are 
required for the team to achieve 
its goal.  These include physical 
resources (money, materials, office 
space, computers, etc.) as well as 
mental or emotional resources (like 
ideas, suggestions, encouragement, 
or enthusiasm). When team mem-
bers hoard, teams are weakened--of-
ten to the point of total failure.

5 Extraordinary teams   
communicate effectively.  

Depending upon the goals and 
time frame, teams should meet at 
least once a week, and more often if 
necessary. More importantly, team 
communications must be tooled (or 
retooled if necessary) so that each 
team member understands what’s 
going on--and, perhaps more im-
portantly, what is expected of him or 
her before the next meeting.

6 Extraordinary teams are 
100% committed. 

Commitment expresses itself 
through consistency, particularly 
in behavior of the team members.  
They’re willing and able to what 
needs to be done in order to achieve 
the team’s goals.
While extraordinary teams are com-
mitted, however, they aren’t obses-
sive: Members shouldn’t be sacrific-
ing their private lives for the team. 
In fact, team members can’t perform 
consistently when their lives are out 
of balance.

7 Extraordinary teams   
discourage big egos.

A strong ego is a good thing in 
many business situations, but not 
inside teams.  For a team to function 
effectively, individuals on the team 
must hold their own egos in check 
and make both the team itself and 
the team’s goals more important 
than individual members--or their 
individual contributions.  Other-
wise, grandstanding and prima 
donna behavior can short-circuit 
everything.

Needless to say, these “habits” do 
not emerge automatically. You need 
to make sure you’re fostering the 
kind of culture that helps these 
teams develop--because teams 
founded with these habits in mind 
are far more likely to succeed that 
teams that just meet periodically 
and hope for the best.

7 Habits of Extraordinary 
Teams

Geoffrey James
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Irrigating Turf with Treated 
Effluent Water  

by Peter Ruscoe

Chemturf Technical Services 

Water is the most limited 
resource for managing turf 

facilities such as golf courses. It can 
be a very expensive and limited in 
supply, so turf managers have to 
consider using alternative sources. 
The use of effluent water for irrigat-
ing turf is a viable alternative that 
provides an inexpensive and unlim-
ited supply and allowing authorities 
to dispose of wastewater with mini-
mal environmental impact.

Turf is an excellent means of dispos-
al for treated effluent because it has 
a filtering effect, utilizing the nutri-
ents in the water and reducing the 
potential for pollution. It is estimat-
ed that less than 5% of water used 
on golf courses is treated effluent 
and there is enormous potential to 
increase its use.

However, there are a number of 
water quality factors that have to be 
considered in using effluent wa-

ter on turf. If soil is irrigated with 
certain water over an extended time, 
the soil assumes the characteristics 
of that irrigation source. Total dis-
solved salt (TDS) concentration is 
normally used as an indicator of wa-
ter quality, but it is the composition 
of these salts that has to be evaluated 
for its direct and indirect effects 
on turf. Effluent water is inferior 
quality to most water supplies e.g. 
Town, bore, river, dam, and can be 
detrimental to turf if not managed 
properly.

WATER ANALYSIS

To understand the impact of efflu-
ent water on turf, it is essential to 
have an irrigation suitability test. 
This involves analyzing all the major 
mineral elements in the water rather 
than the biological components. 
The analysis should include at least 
pH, salts, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Bicarbon-
ate, Carbonate, Chloride, Sulphur, 

Boron. It is also useful to know the 
concentration of nutrients, such as 
Phosphorus and Nitrogen (Ammo-
nia and Nitrate). An important ratio 
that should be calculated is the Sodi-
um Absorption Ratio (SAR) and the 
adjusted SAR.

It may be necessary to sample the 
water two or three times per year 
to determine if there are seasonal 
fluctuations in water quality. Using 
soil tests will monitor the impact of 
harmful elements such as sodium 
and total salinity.

It is important to have an under-
standing of how these minerals 
affect turf to manage effluent water 
effectively.

CHECK THE SOURCE

It is advisable to investigate the sew-
age treatment plant to determine the 
extent and type of processing. Treat-
ment plants vary greatly in size and 
processing method and the quality 
of water can fluctuate depending 
on the source. It is important to 
get an indication of the variations 
that influence the quality of output, 
such as the amount of industry in 
the area or seasonal fluctuations in 
population. The criteria used for the 
discharge standards are quite differ-
ent to irrigation suitability.

EVALUATE WATER QUALITY

Effluent water normally has a num-
ber of undesirable characteristics, 
including high pH, high bicarbon-Clarifyer Tank
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UV Disinfection System

Disc Filtering System

ate, excessive sodium and moderate 
to high total soluble salts. 

• pH: Long-term use of effluent 
will cause alkaline conditions in 
soil resulting in poor fertilizer 
response and reduced nutrient 
availability, e.g. iron and manga-
nese deficiency.

• Bicarbonate: The sodium hazard 
is increased because bicarbonate 
locks up the available calcium that 
is essential for good soil structure, 
forming insoluble calcium car-
bonate.

• Sodium: This is the most destruc-
tive element to soil structure. 
Sodium causes soil particles to 
disperse and form an imperme-
able crust that impedes water 
movement and causes soil com-
paction. SAR is the ratio of sodi-
um to calcium and magnesium 
and indicates the potential impact 
of water on soil structure.

• Salts: In compacted soil condi-
tions, it is difficult to leach salts 
and even a moderate concentra-
tion in water can accumulate to 
cause turf stress. It is common for 
effluent to contain high chloride 
levels, resulting in the formation 
of sodium chloride salt in the soil.

Another consideration is the 
concentration of Nitrates and 
Phosphates in water. While these 
nutrients supplement fertilizer 
applications, leaching into ground 
water may be a problem on sand 
profiles. It is useful to calculate the 
annual quantity of nutrient applied 
in water to determine any potential 
problems.

SYMPTOMS OF POOR QUALITY 
WATER

It may take several years for the ef-
fects of poor quality effluent water to 
become evident due to the cumula-
tive effect in the soil. The turf dam-
age shows up mainly during sum-
mer when effluent use is at its peak 
and there is little flushing with fresh 
water. The most common symptoms 
include wilting and drought stress, 

gradual thinning and yellowing and
 increased disease activity such as 
pythium. The soil becomes com-
pacted and holds excessive moisture 
in the surface creating conditions 
for the development of an anaerobic 
black layer in the soil profile. The 
turf also responds poorly to fertiliz-
er and chemical treatments.

continued on page 17
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ANSWER TO CSTMA PHOTO QUIZ -  PAGE 3 This facility is used for numerous
youth and adult programs through-
out the fall and start as early as 8:30
AM. Field number signs are put
out by site supervisors, using golf
carts, as part of the daily setup for
these programs. The evening before
happened to be the first frost of the
season and the seasonal staff mem-
ber placing signs in the morning was 
not aware of the risk of frost damage.
 
The first photo was taken as the turf 
was starting to go into dormancy. The
bright green stripe that you see is
actually green turf colorant that was
used to mask frost damage.

If you have any interesting photos 
and would like to submit them for the 
next newsletter, please contact us at 
admin@cstma.org. 

EVERGREEN™ TURF COVERS
Outsmart Mother Nature... Year Round!

With 30 years of field proven experience and
the longest warranties, EVERGREEN™ from
COVERMASTER is the smart choice

AHEAD OF THE GAME

Call Toll Free: 1-800-387-5808
Int’l: 416-745-1811 •  FAX: 416-742-6837
E-mail: info@covermaster.com
www.covermaster.com

© 2013 Covermaster Inc.

COVERMASTER™
covermaster.com/evad/

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™
• Hems and grommets are not required
• Unlike Polypro fabrics, EVERGREEN™ will not unravel
• Can be cut to custom sizes and shapes on site
• Anchor pins can be placed anywhere on the cover

UNIQUE DESIGN CREATES A TRULY 4-SEASON TURF COVER
• Winter blanket • Early spring green-up • Summer overseeding

& repair • Frost protection • Extend your growing season

BE SURE TO ASK FOR EVERGREEN™, THE ONE WITH COLOR
• Provides additional light spectrum benefits for the turf
• Choose color based on your climate

The with and without look of natural turf
using the  EVERGREEN™ cover

Can be cut or shaped without fraying
thanks to Smart Edge Technology™

T1277 EG COLO STMA 2013_T1025-A Feb&Nov BB/EG Sprttrf04  13-03-03  3:46 PM  Page 1
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continued from page 15 
Irrigating Turf with Treated Effluent Water 

TREATMENT OPTIONS 

The objective of treating water-re-
lated problems is to maintain good 
drainage to leach undesirable salts 
from the soil profile. It is very diffi-
cult to remove salts from the water 
so the best option is to flush them 
out of the root zone.

It is more effective to treat the 
source of the problem in the water 
rather than symptoms in the soil. 
Conventional treatment methods 
such as aeration and soil-applied 
gypsum provide short-term relief 
but are negated by ongoing irriga-
tion with effluent water. Irrigation 
injection with Gypsum (e.g. Aqua 
Cal) is most effective at treating the 
calcium / sodium imbalance in the 
water and will relieve turf stress 
by maintaining well-aerated and 
drained soil profiles.

In water with high bicarbonate 
content, the effectiveness of Gyp-
sum is reduced and acid injection 
(e.g. Phairway) has proven success-
ful. This treatment has the effect of 
breaking down bicarbonates and 
releasing soluble calcium into soil 
solution. The result is improved 
soil structure, which relieves com-
paction and black layer conditions, 
allowing leaching of undesirable 
soluble salts. 

CONCLUSION

It is possible to deal with the prob-
lems associated with using treated 
effluent water, but it is important to 
know exactly what you are dealing 
with. Use soil and water analysis to 
determine the potential impact of 

effluent water on turf and the most 
suitable treatment method.

Ref: Ninemire, S. (1997) Effluent Water has Posi-
tive Potential.

Originally printed in Grounds Maintenance, May 
1997.

FROM YOUR CSTMA 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Will your field be ready when 
 August rolls around?

•	 Portability	to	irrigate	multiple	fields	
with	a	single	machine

•	 Softens	field	&	reduces	player	injury
•	 More	affordable	than	in-ground			

systems

Your Local Kifco Dealer
(303) 241-0258 • kimseyd@cpsdistributors.com

Most	Trusted	Traveling	Irrigation	Systems	
Since	1964 MDH Ad

™
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(970) 284-6000
(800) 632-7473
Bigfootturf.com
      /bigfootturf

NoCo’s Premier sod Authority

delivery  iNstAllAtioN  CoNsultAtioN

Field rePAir / reNovAtioN

18” or 42” rolls 
PreP & iNstAll 
sANd BAsed sod

Custom Grows

Providing superior products 
for your turf

Call us for a consultation

Brian McBride
720-988-0969

brian@milehighturfgrass.com

Greg Kitzmiller
303-960-5489

greg@milehighturfgrass.com



Are Your Bases Covered?
Your Head Groundskeeper and crew need to negotiate rigorous – and often unpredictable – 
issues regarding the playing surface at your stadium.  

That’s where the Sports Turf Managers Association comes in. STMA members are expertly 
equipped to deal with these issues and are up-to-date on all the latest information in the 
industry. Their expertise in resource utilization, operations management, and agronomics 
allow you to protect your players on the field and reduce your expenses while doing it.

Support your grounds crew’s STMA membership for access to the latest information, 
education, and industry developments. For over 30 years, STMA members have ensured 
their fields are among the safest, most playable and most beautiful around. 

Are your bases covered? Is there an STMA member on your grounds crew?

To become a member, go online to www.stma.org  
or call 800-323-3875.

Get more work done with the hardest working utility vehicles on the market today.  

Hefty payload capacities and towing capabilities deliver increased productivity.  

With a category-leading two-year warranty, improve your return on investment  

through the strength, reliability and durability of the Workman.  toro.com/md

Workman® MD Series
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Highest total payload capacity in its class.

LL Johnson Distributing Company
4700 Holly Street, Denver, CO 80216
303-320-1270     www.lljohnson.com
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